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HOW TO DRAW INKY WONDERLANDS by Johanna Basford

THE BEAUTIFUL BOOK OF EXQUISITE CORPSES by Gavin Edwards

WRECK THIS JOURNAL: NOW IN COLOR by Keri Smith
Johanna Basford
How to Draw
Inky Wonderlands

Create and Color Your Own Magical Adventure
Most flowers begin as a simple dot or circle. Each of these blooms can be drawn in five simple steps. Draw steps one through four in pencil, then go over your pencil lines in ink, adding detail and embellishments. Finally, erase the pencil lines. Practice your flowers on a sheet of paper.
Tip: Outline the spaces between the flowers to create a stained-glass effect.

Create your own unique blooms by combining bits from different flowers. Here are some ideas to get you started. Add inky details to these flowers and create a page to color.
Leaves

Foliage is just as important as flowers—ask any florist! I use variations of these five basic leaves in most of my illustrations. Always begin with the stem, then draw the outline of the leaf shape before adding details like veins or patterns.
Embellish the leaves on these garlands with inky details or a splash of color.

**Idea:** Try adding your name or an inspiring quote inside each of the garlands.
THE BEAUTIFUL BOOK OF EXQUISITE CORPSES

A Creative Game of Limitless Possibilities

EDITED BY GAVIN EDWARDS
WRECK THIS JOURNAL

TO CREATE IS TO DESTROY
NOW IN COLOR

BY KERI SMITH

PENGUIN BOOKS
COLOR THIS PAGE
RED
ON PURPOSE.
Pour, spill, drip, spit, fling different colored drinks here.
POKE HOLES IN THIS PAGE USING A PENCIL.
DRAW FAT LINES AND THIN.

PUSHING REALLY HARD WITH THE PENCIL.
THIS PAGE IS FOR **HANDPRINTS** OR **FINGERPRINTS**.
GET THEM DIRTY, THEN PRESS DOWN.
THROW SOMETHING.
A PENCIL, A BALL DIPPED IN PAINT.